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### The iOS Touch and Graphics Pipeline

**iOS 8**
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Diagram showing the process of triple buffering with Core Animation, GPU, and LCD layers.
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[Diagram showing Core Animation, GPU, and LCD with buffer regions]
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iOS 8

Graph showing the timeline of different components:
- Multi-Touch
- App
- Core Animation
- GPU
- LCD

The graph indicates the timeline from Frame 1 to Frame 5.
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// For lowest latency (default):
layer.presentsWithTransaction = false

// For synchronizing with CA:
layer.presentsWithTransaction = true
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UIEvent.coalescedTouchesForTouch(touch: UITouch)  
→ [UITouch]?
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touchesBegan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>touchesMoved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>touchesEnded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>touchesCancelled</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<UITouch: 0x1234>
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- <UITouch: 0x1000>
- <UITouch: 0x1001>
- <UITouch: 0x1002>
- <UITouch: 0x1003>
- <UITouch: 0x1004>
- <UITouch: 0x1005>
- <UITouch: 0x1006>
- <UITouch: 0x1007>
- <UITouch: 0x1008>
for touch in touches {
    let line = lineForTouch(touch)
    addTouchSample(touch, toLine: line)
}
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```swift
UIEvent.predictedTouchesForTouch(touch: UITouch) -> [UITouch]?
```
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- `coalescedTouchesForTouch`
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for touch in touches {
    let line = lineForTouch(touch)
    for coalescedTouch in event.coalescedTouchesForTouch(touch) {
        addTouchSample(coalescedTouch, toLine: line)
    }
}
for touch in touches {
    let line = lineForTouch(touch)
    for coalescedTouch in event.coalescedTouchesForTouch(touch) {
        addTouchSample(coalescedTouch, toLine: line)
    }
    removePredictedSamplesFromLine(line)
    for predictedTouch in event.predictedTouchesForTouch(touch) {
        addPredictedTouchSample(predictedTouch, toLine: line)
    }
}
for touch in touches {
    let line = lineForTouch(touch)
    for coalescedTouch in event.coalescedTouchesForTouch(touch) {
        addTouchSample(coalescedTouch, toLine: line)
    }
    removePredictedSamplesFromLine(line)
    for predictedTouch in event.predictedTouchesForTouch(touch) {
        addPredictedTouchSample(predictedTouch, toLine: line)
    }
}
}
for touch in touches {
    let line = lineForTouch(touch)
    for coalescedTouch in event.coalescedTouchesForTouch(touch) {
        addTouchSample(coalescedTouch, toLine: line)
    }
}
removePredictedSamplesFromLine(line)
for predictedTouch in event.predictedTouchesForTouch(touch) {
    addPredictedTouchSample(predictedTouch, toLine: line)
}
}
for touch in touches {
    let line = lineForTouch(touch)
    for coalescedTouch in event.coalescedTouchesForTouch(touch) {
        addTouchSample(coalescedTouch, toLine: line)
    }
}

removePredictedSamplesFromLine(line)
for predictedTouch in event.predictedTouchesForTouch(touch) {
    addPredictedTouchSample(predictedTouch, toLine: line)
}
}
for touch in touches {
    let line = lineForTouch(touch)
    for coalescedTouch in event.coalescedTouchesForTouch(touch) {
        addTouchSample(coalescedTouch, toLine: line)
    }
    removePredictedSamplesFromLine(line)
    for predictedTouch in event.predictedTouchesForTouch(touch) {
        addPredictedTouchSample(predictedTouch, toLine: line)
    }
}
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Fine-Tuning Your Application
Profiling with Instruments

Time Profiler is a great way to find out how much your app is using the CPU.
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Profiling GPU performance

FPS Gauge and GPU Report give a high-level view of your GPU performance

The new GPU Driver Instrument can show you how long the GPU is active
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Summary

Reducing latency makes your application feel more alive
Low Latency modes for Core Animation, OpenGL, and Metal
Touch Coalescing
Touch Prediction
Instruments can help you understand your application’s performance
More Information

Documentation
Performance Overview
Instruments User Guide

http://developer.apple.com/library

Technical Support
Apple Developer Forums
Developer Technical Support

General Inquiries
Curt Rothert, App Frameworks Evangelist
rothert@apple.com
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